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R A N D Y  J .  G U L I U Z Z A ,  P . E . ,  M . D .

W
e’ll never get bored throughout eternity. There is always 
something wonderfully new to learn about our precious 
Lord Jesus, the uplifting Holy Spirit, and our good Heavenly 
Father. Even now, as we read passages of Scripture that we’ve 

repeatedly studied, we still find new nuggets for living. At this time of 
year, we are prompted to turn our focus to the Lord Jesus…and what 
we learn about Him is always astounding. 

While attending Moody Bible Institute, fellow students and I 
would have lengthy discussions on a new subject or intriguing Bible 
passages. For instance, in Matthew 1:22-23 we are given the first New 
Testament confirmation of the incarnation of the Lord Jesus, “So all 
this was done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the Lord 
through the prophet, saying: ‘Behold, the virgin shall be with child, 
and bear a Son, and they shall call His name Immanuel,’ which is 

 God the Father gives us exactly what He requires and what 
we need in His perfect Son—Christ Jesus—the perfect me-
diator.

 When human engineers design two different entities to 
work together a common connecting medium is central to 
the effort.

 Vastly different creatures interface with each other through-
out nature. These numerous interfaces are so intricate and 
unique that they must have been specifically designed for 
that purpose.

 Jesus knows each of us completely and loves each of us 
perfectly. He is our one and only High Priest and makes in-
tercession for us.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

JESUS CHRIST 
IS OUR 
PERFECT
MEDIATOR
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translated, ‘God with us.’” Here’s an interesting question: What was ac-
complished when the Creator of the universe became a real human? 
No theologian can fully comprehend this extensive truth. But we can 
always fill in our understanding with additional biblical awareness.

One passage conveying important insights about the incarna-
tion of Lord Jesus is 1 Timothy 2:5-6, which says, “For there is one 
God and one Mediator between God and men, the Man Christ Jesus, 
who gave Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time.” Thus, 
the incarnation provides a perfect intermediary between God the Fa-
ther and humanity. This means that Jesus can facilitate a totally new 
relationship with humanity that is better than it’s been since Adam’s 
sin—perhaps even better than Adam’s pre-Fall relationship. We were 
in desperate need of a mediator, and the Lord Jesus came to the rescue.

Why Mediators and Interfaces Are Vital

A publication from ICR might be the only place where a reader 
would get a Christ-honoring discussion of His role as a Mediator from 
a scientific perspective—which has some interesting theological par-
allels. For instance, a common problem facing all types of engineers 
is this: How do you get two independent entities to work together? 
Whether the entities are radically different or quite similar, they both 
have distinct boundaries and unique characteristics. Simply trying to 
force them together doesn’t work. The solution is to design a mediat-
ing device (or perhaps a system) that is known as an “interface.” The 
necessity of an interface to enable distinct entities to work together is a 
basic principle of engineering.

Interface design can be extremely complex. For one thing, the 
designers have to know vital details about how each independent en-
tity operates. They will then select a feasible common medium where 
a certain trait of each entity can relate to the medium in some way 
(e.g., physically, electronically, chemically, etc.). The engineers then 
develop rules called “protocols” that govern the relationship, such as 
the exchange of information or products. One example is when your 
computer connects to a company’s computer by an engineered inter-
face that uses electricity as the common medium.

When we look at creatures, we see all different kinds relating to 
each other in innumerable ways. If biologists did research like engi-
neers, they would find that interfaces are ubiquitous. Many evolution-
ary biologists are ignorant of even basic engineering principles. So, 
their investigations rarely look for the protocols, authentication sys-
tems (a specialized type of protocol), or common medium that must 
exist. Instead, their peer-reviewed papers unfailingly invoke a crude, 
imagination-based explanation for how two creatures can work to-
gether so closely. They simply assert that they “co-evolved.” This really 
shortchanges scientific research.

What the reality of biological interfaces does exceedingly 
well is showcase the astounding breadth of knowledge of the Lord 
Jesus about His creatures. One evidence for His omniscience is 
that He created a myriad of essential interfaces—altogether—right 

from the beginning.
Even more astounding is that the infinitely wise first Inventor of 

interfaces became an interface. Christ Himself—as the God-man—is 
the common medium that both we and our Heavenly Father can re-
late to. Let’s consider three ways in which “the Man Christ Jesus” is the 
perfect “Mediator between God and men.”

Representing Our Heavenly Father to Us

The truth that Jesus is “God with us” is incredibly rich. Other 
remarkable passages attest to our personal knowledge into God’s na-
ture through Christ. Paul said of Christ, “who, being in the form of 
God, did not consider it robbery [an unlawful taking of something] 
to be equal with God” but emptied Himself and came “in the likeness 
of men” (Philippians 2:6-7). Of the Lord Jesus, John said, “No one has 
seen God at any time. The only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of 
the Father, He has declared Him,” adding that “we beheld His glory, 
the glory as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth” 
(John 1:14, 18). 

Many people wonder what God is like. Christians could invest 
hours reading good commentaries about knowing God. Yet, if you 
want to see, hear, and experience what God is truly like, then consider 
Jesus as God with “us.” That is, experience Him as those who saw Him 
in action. Thus, if you want to know what God is like, then embrace 
the forthright claim of the Lord Jesus that “He who has seen Me has 
seen the Father” (John 14:9).

So, if you want to know how God feels about masses of peo-
ple—lost without a shepherd, anxious over sick loved ones, or deeply 
ashamed of sinful behaviors—then look to the actions of Christ. If 
you want to know what God thinks of religious hypocrisy, hardened 
hearts fixated on worldly fulfillment, or just plain cool indifference to-
ward Him, then look to the words of the Lord Jesus. Do you want to 
know if God cares for children, widows, poor old people, rich young 
rulers, foreigners, adulterers, tax collectors, Centurions, people strug-
gling with doubt, the death of those whom He loves (e.g., Lazarus, 
Stephen), and even yourself? Then look to the heart of Jesus!

The Lord Jesus is the perfect representation of our Heavenly Fa-
ther to us. He let all know, “I and my Father are one” (John 10:30) and 
no one can honor the Father unless they honor the Son (John 5:23). 
Studying Christ is very personal and so practical. He’s the gateway to 
know God.

Representing the Truth

We live surrounded by the world’s lies. News organizations, edu-
cational institutions, the entertainment industry, the government, and 
even religious leaders shamelessly promote lies. The rate at which the 
number and severity of lies is compounding could leave us wondering 
if we will ever again fully trust what we’re being told.

In utter contrast to the world, the Lord Jesus is “the Faithful and 
True Witness” (Revelation 3:14). Jesus represents truth perfectly. Any-
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one listening to Him speak heard the words of the Father (John 14:10). 
The Bible compares lies with darkness and truth with light. John said 
that Jesus “was the true Light which gives light to every man coming 
into the world (John 1:9).

The Lord Jesus is always the antidote to a world full of lies. Recall 
that Pilate seems to have immersed himself in deceiving and being de-
ceived. He had become so cynical from pervasive lying that he retorts, 
“What is truth?” when the Lord said, “I have come into the world, that 
I should bear witness to the truth” (John 18:37-38). Just imagine how 
liberating that would have been to hear trustworthy words from He 
who is Truth standing before you? Concerning the gospel, lost people 
are depicted as those “whose minds the god of this age has blinded,” 
but the Father shines “the light of the knowledge of the glory of God 
in the face of Jesus Christ” (2 Corinthians 4:3-6).

Knowing Jesus is to know a truth that will set you free (John 
8:32). None other than Jesus could declare, “I am the light of the 
world. He who follows Me shall not walk in darkness, but have the 
light of life” (John 8:12). The Lord Jesus is the only true way to find-
ing life with the Father. 

Representing Us to Our Heavenly 
Father

The truth of Christ’s humanity is equally 
as important as His deity. This fact has impor-
tant theological implications. Yet, that Jesus left 
the glory that He shared with the Father (John 
17:5) is quite personal for us as well. We are told 
that “we do not have a High Priest who cannot 
sympathize with our weaknesses, but was in all 
points tempted as we are, yet without sin” (Hebrews 4:15). We can be 
assured that the Father knows what we are feeling because He is one 
with the Son and the Son is one of us.

Years ago, I was assigned to a Naval Air Station in Sicily. My 
family went north to visit the ruins of Pompeii, Italy. While there we 
noticed an idol niche in a wall in every room of every home. We wit-
nessed a city wholly given over to idolatry—the destiny that follows 
rejection of the true Creator God. In addition, it’s hard to envision 
the bleak uncertainty that inhabitants must have felt praying to life-
less figurines. People today still revere idols—including the equally 
idolatrous worldview of Darwinian selectionism that venerates nature 
itself as a creative agent.

Christians, however, beseech their omnipotent Savior. We are 
greatly blessed that we can “come boldly to the throne of grace, that 
we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in time of need” (He-
brews 4:16) fully confident that the God-man Jesus Christ truly hears 
prayers and is touched with our feelings.

Not only does Christ hear our prayers, He “is also risen, who 
is even at the right hand of God, who also makes intercession for us” 
(Romans 8:34). We are certain that His prayers prevail. Since “Jesus 

Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever” and “has an un-
changeable priesthood,” therefore “He is also able to save to the utter-
most those who come to God through Him, since He always lives to 
make intercession for them” (Hebrews 13:8, 7:24-25). How precious is 
that? Knowing Him is a blessing beyond comparison in both this life 
and the one that is to come.

Have a joyous Christmas reassured that the Man Christ Jesus is 
the perfect Mediator between God and men. 

Information for our Acts & Facts Family as 2021 
Comes to a Close

You may recall the September article “A New Commitment 
to Deep Research,” where I reaffirmed ICR’s responsibility to origi-
nal scientific investigations related to creation. Two main areas will 
occupy much of our effort. First, a voluminous body of published 
information will be re-framed within the biblically consistent theo-

ries of Flood geology and engineered biology. These 
will point toward clear and concise explanations 
of natural phenomena that Christians can com-
municate. Currently, we are laboring on craft-
ing a theory of biological design—a basis to 
advance hypothetical models explaining key 

biological functions like adaptation, metabo-
lism, etc. Second, we will fiercely oppose the 
deification of nature by exposing Darwin-
ian selectionism as an idolatrous worldview. 

In September I also detailed how the amount 
of time (not money) it took to produce Acts & Facts greatly 

constrained our scientists on doing new research and our commu-
nications team from getting that material to Christians. I asked for 
your feedback on the suggestion that we consider reducing to 10, 9, 
or 8 issues per year.

As I write this, you have contributed over 1,750 thoughtful 
emails and letters. Since everyone likes to know the raw numbers, 
here they are: 0.03% recommended keeping 12 issues, and the rest 
recommended a reduced number with a great majority urging that 
we go to a predictable bi-monthly schedule of six issues per year. In 
addition, we were encouraged that in numerous messages you dis-
cussed our finances. You recognized the risk that we are taking in de-
creased support with reduced issues of Acts & Facts in exchange for 
more research…and affirmed your continued backing. Thank you.

So, starting in January 2022 we will transition to a bimonthly 
schedule. Next year will enable us to collect data to assess results, 
and, if time allows, produce a “special issue.” Thank you again for 
your deep and abiding love for ICR!

Dr. Guliuzza is President of the Institute for Creation Research. He earned 
his Doctorate of Medicine from the University of Minnesota, his Master of 
Public Health from Harvard University, and served in the U.S. Air Force 
as 28th Bomb Wing Flight Surgeon and Chief of Aerospace Medicine. Dr. 
Guliuzza is also a registered Professional Engineer and holds a B.A. in 
theology from Moody Bible Institute. 
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conducted its first paleontological excavation on September 
4-5, 2021. Last years’ inspection of a site on private property 
in Wyoming concluded that bone material partly exposed 

from a Morrison Formation outcrop might indicate a dig site. This 
years’ pilot excavation tested the feasibility of conducting regular digs 
there. They would fulfill at least two purposes. 

One purpose for conducting an annual dig has more to do with 
relationships than with science. There’s nothing like sharing the expe-
riences of sleeping and eating outdoors and working with a team that 
intends to uncover buried bone. Being with folks who are enthusiastic 
about ways that these fossils confirm Noah’s Flood builds unity. 

To actually find and extract bone fossils comes as a bonus! Bless-
ings from this year’s brief dig included half a sauropod femur and what 
looks like the tip of a Camarasaurus tooth. Further investigation may 
reveal that the two specimens belong to the same carcass. The rough 
facilities and small dig area would limit future excavations to a few 
hardy participants who could share thrills of discovery that strengthen 
lifelong friendships. 

Another purpose for conducting annual digs is to collect and 
catalogue specimens. We could display them in the Discovery Center. 
Even better, we might display evidence of original organics (such as 
proteins) if we can find it. 

Why? In short, measured decay rates show protein should not 
last a million years. The presence of proteins already confirmed in 
many fossils thus aligns with the Flood, which deposited these sedi-
ments with their plant and animal remains only thousands of years 
ago. This was the subject of my Ph.D. thesis, which ICR has made 
available.1 Large diameter bones are more likely to contain protein 
remnants, and few bones grew bigger than sauropod femora. 

Before we can look for proteins or display a bone, we first had to 
obtain it. The Lord blessed our excavation with a good first step. Now 
we must trust Him to lead us in building relationships and conducting 
science that honor Him. 
Reference
1. Thomas, B. 2019. Ancient and Fossil Bone Collagen Remnants. Dallas, TX: Institute for Creation

Research. Available at store.ICR.org.

Dr. Thomas is Research Associate at the Institute for Creation Research and earned his Ph.D. in 
paleobiochemistry from the University of Liverpool

r e s e a r c h

F o r  t h e  s e r i o u s  s c i e n c e  r e a d e r

l An ICR team went on a fossil expedition during September 
2021.

l They dug up fossils on private property and plan to return 
in the near future.

l The fossils might be displayed at the ICR Discovery Center.
l Hopefully, some soft tissue—which can’t be millions of 

years old—will also be discovered.
l Please pray for our continued research efforts.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

ICR’s  Fi rs t  D inosaur  Excavat ion

B R I A N  T H O M A S ,  P h . D .

Top: ICR Editor Truett Bil-
lups (left) and other expedi-
tion members stand by as 
ICR Research Coordinator 
Scott Arledge uses survey-
grade GPS to mark the 
sauropod fossil’s location, 
orientation, and elevation. 

Middle: ICR Events Direc-
tor Joel Kautt carefully un-
earths the fossil. 

Bottom: Fossil detail of a 
sauropod bone fragment 
uncovered by the expedition.
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O
ver 70% of Earth’s surface is covered by water, most of which is 
marine and contained in the oceans. On average, the depth of 
the ocean is about 2.3 miles. However, the oceans also fill deep 
trenches that extend to 6.8 miles below sea level.1 Interestingly, 

if Earth’s surface were completely level, the massive amount of water 
contained in the oceans would be sufficient to cover it to a depth of 
about 8,000 feet. 

When people question where the vast amount of water came 
from and went regarding the global Flood of Genesis, we can point 
directly to the vast amount of water in the oceans. In fact, the earth’s 
oceans and the seafloor contain many clues to its history. Not surpris-
ingly, they all support a young Earth (about 6,000 years) and a global 
Flood that occurred about 4,300 years ago.2

Young Sea Floor Sediments

Not only do the earth’s oceans contain all the water needed to 
explain the global Flood, but the ocean floors themselves are geologi-
cally very young, pointing directly to the Flood and the tectonic and 
sedimentary processes that were involved. Most of the seafloor around 
the world includes the upper layer of the geological column known as 
the Tertiary, or more specifically the Tejas megasequence.3 On top of 
these layers are some minor Pleistocene (Ice Age) and more recent 
sediments, but these are relatively thin by comparison to the Tejas. 

The Tejas ocean layers have two sources of origin that both point 
to recent Flood processes. The first source for these sediments had to 
do with the break-up of the pre-Flood mega-continent called Pangaea 
which began earlier in the Flood during the deposition of the Triassic 
layers.3,5-7 This continental separation accelerated as the Jurassic layers 
were being formed and continued on through the Cretaceous (about 
the high-water mark of the Flood). During the time that the Flood 
was forming the Jurassic and Cretaceous layers, there was also a rapid 
injection of new, hot, buoyant magma into ocean ridges that formed 
new ocean crust between the separating continents.

The second source of Tejas ocean layers was due to late-Flood 
runoff that occurred as mountain ranges and the continents were be-
ing uplifted on the newly separated continents during the Tejas. The 
sediment-laden waters poured off the continents into the oceans as 

the Flood water receded, forming massive ocean deposits, some of 
which contained transported vegetation that became offshore coal 
beds. Evolutionists admit that Tejas coal beds, such as those found in 
the South China Sea, were "both thick and rapidly deposited."8 One 
of the most spectacular examples of offshore Tejas deposits is the 
Whopper Sand in the Gulf of Mexico (Figure1). Recent discoveries 
by oil company exploration have confirmed that the Whopper Sand 
extends across 40,000 square miles in the Gulf of Mexico, residing in 
water depths of 10,000 feet, and is over 1,000 feet thick on average 
with some sections nearly 2,000 feet thick.9

Not Enough Ocean Sediment for An Old Earth

When we observe the current processes (rain, wind, waves) 
that deposit eroded soil and rock from the continents into the oceans, 
there is simply not enough sediment in the oceans to account for an 

 Sediment deposits on the bottom of the ocean aren’t nearly 
thick enough to account for the rate they’re being deposited 
today if the ocean crust is hundreds of millions of years old.

 Subducted tectonic plates now lie over 900 miles beneath 
Earth’s surface and are still cold—evidence that they are only 
thousands of years old.

 There isn’t nearly enough salt in the oceans if Earth is billions 
of years old.

 Our oceans are a profound testament to a young earth.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

i m p a c t
 F o r  t h e  s e r i o u s  s c i e n c e  r e a d e r

The Oceans Point to a 
Young Earth 

Figure 1: The Whopper Sand in the deep Gulf of Mexico

J E F F R E Y  P .  T O M K I N S ,  P h . D . ,  a n d  T I M  C L A R E Y ,  P h . D .
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over 200 million-year old sea floor. In fact, on land we observe that the 
continents are eroding rapidly as gullies, gorges, and canyons grow 
bigger by the year and even coastlines are disappearing (Figure 2). 
Secular scientists have estimated that about 22 billion tons of sediment 
disappear into the oceans every year which builds up as soft layers of 
mud on the hard rock of the sea floor.10 Surveys across the oceans 
indicate that the average depth of all the sediment on the ocean floor 
is less than 1,300 feet.10 Some regions of the oceans have virtually no 
mud at all.11 If the oceans are over 200 million years old, then why is 
there not more sediment? 

Some secular scientists claim that the gradual shifting of the 
ocean floors by tectonic plate movement (a few inches a year) forces 
the mud deep inside the ocean trenches (subduction zones).10 But at 
best, that would only account for about one billion tons of sediment 
a year. The remaining 21 billion tons would have accumulated on the 
seafloor in less than 12 million years. If the ocean crust was several 
hundred millions of years old, mud should be literally choking the 
oceans, but it is simply not there. As mentioned above, the really thick 
sediment deposits are isolated in thick offshore ocean basins and are 
best explained as late-Flood runoff during the final months of the 
global Flood. Nevertheless, there is not nearly enough mud to sup-
port an old earth.

The Flood geology model prevails yet again.

Oceanic Subducted Slabs Are Cold

For the past 20 years, scientists have been mapping out the oce-
anic lithosphere (which includes the crust and uppermost mantle) 
that descends hundreds of miles below ocean trenches into subduc-
tion zones.12 These descending tectonic plates have been characterized 
all the way down to the top of the earth’s outer core and are made of 
cold, brittle, dense rock about 60 miles thick. Evidence from plate tec-
tonics only makes sense in light of the global Flood, where the original 
ocean lithosphere was completely consumed by subduction during 
the Flood year and a new hotter seafloor was produced.13 

This so called “runaway” or rapid subduction ceased at the end 
of the Flood once all the original created ocean lithosphere was com-

Figure 2: Sediment-laden Mississippi Delta

Figure 3: Map of relative ocean crust age by color. Yellow, orange, 
and red represent the youngest crust (Cenozoic); these areas formed 
during the receding phase of the Flood and after. The green and blue 
formed earlier during the rising and peak phase of the Flood (Zuni 

megasequence or Cretaceous and Jurassic). The purple is the oldest 
ocean crust, formed when the Flood first inundated the pre-Flood 
land (Absaroka megasequence).
Image credit: NOAA
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pletely consumed. This also explains why the ocean seafloor rocks are 
young. At present, we only observe a small amount of residual plate 
motion.14 In other words, the slow plate speeds we observe today are 
left over after the rapid subduction phase that occurred during the 
Flood.

Recent data from seismic tomography reveals cold subducted 
plates deep in the mantle that are surrounded by extremely hot man-
tle, even after traveling to a depth of more than 930 miles through 
the mantle itself.12 The catastrophic plate tectonic model of the global 
Flood suggests subduction during the Flood year (discussed above) 
occurred rapidly, with plates moving at rates of several miles per 
hour.14 These fast rates could have easily placed long slabs of cold lith-
osphere deep within the hot mantle, just as we observe today. Because 
the slabs have only been placed within the mantle about 4,300 years 
ago, they are still much colder than the surrounding mantle. 

If these lithospheric slabs, including those at the base of the 
mantle, have only been moving at a few inches per year—as evolu-
tionists claim—then these slabs should have warmed up and assim-
ilated long ago. There should not be such a visible density contrast 
caused by the temperatures of the rocks. The clear implication is that 
these cold lithospheric slabs were rapidly emplaced just thousands of 
years ago, not millions.

Ocean Salt Content and Accumulation

Another interesting piece of evidence that points to a young 
ocean directly relates to the water’s composition and specifically to the 
amount of salt it contains and the rate at which it accumulates. On 
average, the water of the world’s oceans has a salinity of about 3.5% 
which is predominantly sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl−) ions from 
salt.15,16 The worldwide contribution of Na+ to the oceans by input 
from rivers has been recognized by scientists for hundreds of years, 
and until the early 1900s, the amount of salt in the oceans was consid-
ered to be a legitimate method to estimate the age of the earth. 

However, scientists eventually discovered that radioisotope dat-
ing could give age estimates to igneous rocks in the billions of years 
(based on faulty assumptions) that were more favorable to evolution. 
After this, they modified ocean salt content theories such that the 
concentration of Na+ was proposed to give an estimate of residence 
time rather than an age for the earth. The idea of residence time is the 
average length of time the sodium ion would survive in the ocean be-
fore being removed. 

This idea of a steady state model for salt in the ocean claims that 
Na+ is eliminated from the ocean about as quickly as it is replenished, 
causing the amount of Na+ in the ocean to remain roughly constant 
with time. However, both evolutionists and creationists have noted 
that the steady state model is in error because the data clearly shows 
that salt ions are gradually increasing in the ocean over time, not hold-
ing steady.16,17

Two creation scientists (a geologist and a physicist) took the 

secular ocean salt model to task, generously using assumptions and 
parameters most favorable to an old-Earth evolutionary model.17 They 
assumed no initial Na+ and minimum input and maximum output 
rates. Inputs were calculated from eleven sources of Na+ to seawater in-
cluding rivers, river sediments, atmospheric and volcanic dust, glaciers, 
ground water, and hydrothermal vents. Outputs included seven sinks 
of Na+ from the ocean such as sea spray, cation exchange, pore water, 
halite deposition, basalt alteration, and albite and zeolite formation. 

In the end, they determined that the ocean could be no more 
than 62 million years old. The problem for evolution is that this is 
about 75 times less than the 4.6 billion-year estimate for the age of 
the earth. When more realistic numbers were used within a creation 
model, such as a non-zero initial concentration of Na+ and the likely 
effect of the Genesis Flood most likely adding salt to the oceans, a 
biblical timeframe of thousands of years was achieved.

Young-Earth Evidence Abounds

Not only do the oceans prove that the earth is young, but so 
does the evidence from astronomy, biology, and geology.18-21 There 
really is no good reason from any of the major scientific disciplines 
for Christians to compromise the literal narrative of creation and the 
global Flood described in the book of Genesis in the Bible.
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Are today’s birds genealogical “cous-
ins” to today’s reptiles, due to a shared 
evolutionary ancestry? 

No. However, birds and reptiles share 
the same Creator, the Lord Jesus 
Christ, who created them to share the 

same Earth.
According to the evolutionary se-

quence of events, birds are supposed to have 
evolved from reptiles.3 If that had occurred in 
the past, it would mean that today’s birds—
such as robins and roadrunners—would be 
distant cousins of reptiles (such as cobras 
and crocodiles). 

The Darwinian tale portrays today’s 
birds as winged dinosaurs who supposedly 
survived a global extinction event that sup-
posedly occurred about 66 million years 
ago.1,2 Is there any eyewitness report sup-
porting this magical scenario, or even evi-
dence of any such timeframe? No and no.4,5 
Also, don’t look for missing-link fossils of 
such reptile-to-bird transitions. Those miss-
ing links are still missing.

There are myriads of errors in this 
evolutionary speculation, but only a few are 
mentioned here. In particular, this pseudo-
science scenario requires swallowing at least 
three invalid and drastic premises:

(1) The assumption that reptiles are not
fundamentally different from birds,3

(2) The assumption that a secret agent
(oxymoronically named “Natural
Selection,” as if naturalistic outcomes 
were intended) can accidently in-
vent—and then secure (i.e., geneti-
cally “lock down”)—such traumatic
transitional transmogrifications,5 

and
(3) The assumption that any such tran-

sitions’ biochemical and genetic
details, in defiance of entropy’s uni-
versal destructiveness, repeatedly
escaped thermodynamic reality.5

For starters, just imagine the first-list-
ed problem: the complicated anatomical and 
physiological differences between birds and 
reptiles. 

•	 Birds have hollow bones; reptiles, except
for marrow cavities, have solid bones.

•	 Birds use air sacs for non-stop unidirec-
tional (one-way) airflow through their
lungs; most reptiles have two-way breath-
ing systems.

•	 Birds are endothermic (warm-blooded),
actively controlling their body tempera-
ture; reptiles are mostly ectothermic
(cold-blooded).

• Birds have muscle-controlled feathers;
reptiles have dry skins or scales.

•	 Birds have four-chambered hearts; rep-
tiles usually have three-chambered hearts.

•	 Most birds have major muscles anchored
to their front, attached to a keeled ster-
num (breastbone), facilitating perching;
reptiles’ main muscles anchor to their
vertebral column (backbone), attached
in arrangements conducive for standing, 

walking, and running.2

Don’t expect rep-
tiles to accidentally change their genes to 
produce birds as descendants. As Fiona 
Smith says: “In other words, you don’t 

just put feathers on a reptile and then it 
can fly. There are a multitude of attributes, 
all working together, that make a bird fly.”2 

There is much more proof—to bor-
row Dr. Frank Sherwin’s observations—that 
birds have always (and only) been birds, and 
that reptiles have always (and only) been 
reptiles. 
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c r e a t i o n  q  &  a

Quick and easy answers for the general science reader

Are  B i r ds  “Cous ins” 
t o  Rep t i l e s?

l Birds and reptiles 
don’t share a com-
mon ancestor, but 
they do share a com-
mon Designer.

l Warm-blooded birds 
and cold-blooded rep-
tiles are fundamentally 
different creatures and no inter-
mediate fossils have been found.

l Birds have light-weight bones, 
four-chambered hearts, and 
unique lungs—all vastly different 
from reptiles.

l Birds have been birds, and reptiles 
have been reptiles from the begin-
ning.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

J A M E S  J .  S .  J O H N S O N ,  J . D . ,  T h . D .
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Dr. Jake Hebert delves 
into the mysteries of dino-
saurs during a fossil walk.

On October 9-10, 2021, ICR held a Russian-language Uncovering the Truth 
about Creation Conference at Word of Grace Bible Church in Battle Ground, 
Washington. The conference was translated and streamed to Russian- 
speaking churches around the world.

“My faith has been literally encouraged by 
science. I never thought I would say that, but 

after today, I can say it’s true.” A young man 
shared this after attending Dr. Randy Guli-

uzza’s presentation on the CET (continu-
ous environmental tracking) bio-

logical model and internal-
driven adaptation.

Dr. Frank Sherwin explores the mighty Tyrannosaurus rex with a 
group of children.

Participants gather for worship at Word of Grace Bible Church. Dr. Randy Guliuzza explains why nature has no ability to select.

The conference sessions drew many attendees. Dr. Tim Clarey shares insights into biblical creation science.



p a r k  s e r i e s

HALEAKALA NATIONAL PARK: 

 The volcanic Hawaiian Islands pierce the Pacific Ocean. Their 
formation continues today on the Big Island’s active volcano.

 Hawaiian stick spiders use rapid innate speciation, not eons of
evolution.

 Isotope ages regularly fail miserably to provide accurate results
for rocks of known ages found in Hawaii and around the world.

 Today’s erosion rates would have erased the Hawaiian Islands in
less time than their standard age assignments.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

B R I A N  T H O M A S ,  P h . D .
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ONE OF MANY
YOUNG-LOOKING 

VOLCANOES



Y
ou can start the day atop the cold peak of Mt. Haleakala 
and end it on a warm beach on Maui. The sprawling volca-
nic mountain rises 10,000 feet above sea level. Nēnē birds, 
cattle, horses, and people populate its slopes and summits. 
When did Haleakala form?

Maui formed after Oahu and before the Big Island. 
Hawaiian schoolchildren memorize the standard age assignments. 
From west to east, Kauai formed supposedly about five million 
years ago, Oahu three million, Maui Nui one million, and the Big 
Island 0.4 million. The Big Island is still forming today.1 But three 

unique observations in and around this national park make Hale-
akala look only thousands of years old, not millions.

1. Circular Reasoning with Hawaiian Spiders

Spider studies suggest the first clue to a more recently formed 
Maui. Elusive, nocturnal Hawaiian stick spiders creep among the 
tropical forests on the mountain’s north side. Biologists marvel 
at how fast these arthropods switch between different body col-
ors. Gold ones live on leaves, white ones on lichen, and dark ones 
among rocks. 
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ICR’s Video Producer Clint Loveness films 
the author near the peak of Haleakala.

Figure 1. The Nēnē (Branta sandvicensis), a 
variety of goose, is the state bird of Hawaii. 
Image credit: Brenda Zaun, U.S. Fish & Wildlife.
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p a r k  s e r i e s

Patterns in their DNA suggest that 
they pioneered the Hawaiian Islands 
moving east, starting at Kauai (Fig-
ure 2). When a dark stick spider 
lands on a new island, its offspring 
suddenly display dark, gold, or 
white forms. They deploy their 
color changes faster than “gold 
and white spiders from the old 
island have time to reach the new 
one,” according to Cell Press via 
ScienceDaily.2 These fast flips suggest 
that internal programming, not many 

generations of death, sits at the helm of these spider adaptations. 
Authors publishing in the journal Current Biology framed a 

spider history using the standard times assigned to the islands as an 
initial assumption.3 Does this sound like circular reasoning? 

They offered a defense, writing, “Because of the inevitable circu-
larity of using island age for calibration, we applied a general arthro-
pod molecular clock estimate of 2.3%/myr.”3 Then they referenced a 
1994 study as a basis for their “clock.” Problem solved? 

Not at all, for the author of that 1994 study wrote, “The estimates 
of divergence times for these [arthropod] taxa [kinds] are based on 
dated geological events reported by the authors.” Of course, the use 
of “dated” geological events is just as circular as using “island age” to 

calibrate timelines, since “island age” equals “dated” geo-
logical events. 

Circularity is a poor substitute for good  
science but opens the door to considering a 

second observation that casts even more 
doubt on standard dating.

2. Wrong Isotope Ages for
Volcanic Rocks

Secular scientists use radioac-
tive isotopes to estimate ages for certain 

rocks. The process requires workers to as-
sume how much of which isotope was pres-

ent when the rock cooled. Some classic tests 
of this assumption used Hawaiian lava rocks. 

Figure 2. Hawaiian Island chain

Figure 3. Author searches for Hawaiian 
stick spiders (genus Ariamnes) on Maui.
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The tests were simple: Compare radioisotope age estimates to 
actual recorded ages. Table 1 below shows some results.4

Just like these Hawaiian lava rocks, isotope age estimates fail to 
capture known ages for rocks found around the world. Clearly, we 
need a whole new way to date rocks. What if we built our world his-
tory on what the Lord Jesus—who has always been there—says in His 
Word? The Bible-based alternative of a flood that reshaped the globe 
may sound silly to those who first hear it, but it fits our next observa-
tion: landforms. 

3. Three Youthful Landforms

Our hike along Haleakala’s Halemau’u 
Trail revealed flat-lying lava layers. All the is-
lands have these. It looks like the lava landed 
in sheets, one right after the other. If eons 
elapsed on Maui between these layers, then 
where are the ruts and valleys that normal 
erosion would have etched into the top of 
each lava layer?

Visitors enjoy Hana Lava Tube north-
east of Haleakala. All the islands have lava 
tubes. The brittle, hollow structures should 
collapse after only hundreds of thousands of 
years. The islands and their tubes must have 
arisen when new seafloors formed near the 

Figure 4. Author faces Haleakala while investigating lava rocks

Figure 5. Flat-lying lava layers, uncollapsed lava tubes, and steep 
cliffsides on Kauai—the oldest of the Hawaiian Islands—signal 
recent and rapid formation for all the islands, including Maui.
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end of Noah’s Flood only thousands of years ago.8

Steep-walled cliffs erode faster than other landforms. We peered 
over steep cliffsides near the top of Haleakala. Indeed, the measured 
erosion rate of five inches per year would have rounded cliffs and flat-
tened whole islands after a million years.9 How could these islands 
keep their cliffs so long?

The next time you visit Haleakala National Park, remember 
how circular reasoning in spider “ages” and isotope dating failures 
both cast doubt on millions-of-years thinking. Flat-lying lava layers, 
fragile lava tubes, and steep cliffs with measured erosion rates point to 
a Bible-friendly age of thousands of years for the whole world, includ-
ing its volcanoes. 
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Sample Location Isotope Age Actual Age Reference
Hualalai basalt Hawaii 1.6 – 0.19 ma* 1800 – 1801 A.D. 5
Hualalai basalt Hawaii 22.8 – 16.5 ma 1800 – 1801 A.D. 6
Kilauea Ika basalt Hawaii 8.5 – 6.8 ma 1959 A.D. 6
Kilauea basalt Hawaii 21 – 8 ma < 200 years old 7

Table 1  * “ma” is millions of years.
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I
n a recent interview discussing his new 
book In Quest of the Historical Adam, 
philosopher and Christian apologist Wil-

liam Lane Craig acknowledged his biased 
assumptions when interpreting how the 
words of the Bible should be understood. 
What prejudices his interpretation of words 
contrary to their plain and normal meaning 
is his longstanding “great fear” that young-
Earth creationists are correct that the book 
of Genesis should be understood as real his-
tory.1 Dr. Craig is concerned that this would 
require a wholesale challenge to all of mod-
ern science. However, during the interview 
Dr. Craig made numerous revealing claims 
which show that science has nothing to do 
with why he rejects a historical Genesis.

He ridiculed clear biblical narratives 
that Eve was beguiled by a real “talking 

snake” and the “anthropomorphic” idea 
that God walked and talked with Adam and 
Eve as stories akin to ancient mythology. It 
is important to realize that these objections 
have nothing to do with modern science—
science cannot inform us whether God 
would, or wouldn’t, walk with Adam and 
Eve. Nor can we scientifically test the abil-
ity of Satan to possess an animal and speak 
through it. 

These are philosophical objections to a 
literal Genesis, not scientific ones. So, it can-
not be the science per se that has Craig wor-
ried. However, affirming a literal Genesis 
does offend modern sensibilities that con-
siders biblical truths to be foolish (1 Corin-
thians 2:14). Like the Corinthian Christians, 
we all need to guard against the fear of ap-
pearing foolish in the eyes of the world.

It’s Craig’s biases that he brings to the 
Bible—not anything in the Bible itself—that 
underlie his attack on biblical clarity, which 
undermines not just the first eleven chap-
ters of Genesis, but the entire Bible. If Craig 
rejects the normal meaning of Genesis 3 as 
real history because God walked and talked 
with Adam and Eve, then what does he do 
with Genesis 18, where God and two angelic 
visitors talk—and even eat—with Abraham? 
And what of Numbers 22:28-30 and 2 Peter 
2:16, both of which affirm that the prophet 
Balaam was rebuked by his donkey? And 
what about 2 Corinthians 11:3, where the 
Apostle Paul also affirms that Eve was de-
ceived by a serpent?

Biblical creation has always seemed 
foolish in the world’s eyes, but this is not 
because evidence for creation is lacking. 

The ranks of biblical creationists include 
researchers recognized as world-class 

scientists.2 Scientific and historical 
evidence for even the earliest chap-
ters of Genesis are abundant, and 

the Creation-Flood model of the Ice Age is 
vastly superior to anything proposed by the 
Creator-denying scientists to which Craig 
eagerly conforms his understanding of Gen-
esis 1-11. Moreover, creation researchers 
have published scientific evidence refuting 
iconic arguments for evolution and an old 
Earth and, like evolutionists, Craig fails to 
engage this primary literature. Evidence for 
biblical creation is not getting weaker over 
time, it is getting stronger.3 

Is it really science that is keeping so 
many Christians from embracing a straight-
forward understanding of Genesis, or is it 
something else? Every Christian needs to 
guard against the sin of intellectual pride. 
Obedience to Christ does seem foolish in the 
world’s eyes. We all would do well to remem-
ber the admonition of the Apostle Paul: “If 
anyone among you seems to be wise in this 
age, let him become a fool that he may be-
come wise.”4
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B i b l i c a l  C r e a t i o n  a n d 
I n t e l l e c t u a l  F o o l i s h n e s s

 Noted apologist William Lane 
Craig’s new book denies a 6-day
Genesis creation.

 Craig’s rejection of many historical
narratives has nothing to do with 
science. 

 Craig believes that Christians 
cannot interpret the Bible for 
themselves but must be told the 
meaning by non-Christian experts
possessing special knowledge.

 Denying the historical narrative 
of Genesis undermines the whole
Scripture.

 Evidence for a young Earth is far
stronger than Craig realizes.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s
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I
n a recent Science article, two evolutionists consider land plants 
(embryophytes) to have evolved from stoneworts (charophyte 
algae).1  

A spore is a haploid (single, unpaired chromosome), which is 
a single or multi-cellular reproductive structure produced by certain 
species (e.g., fungi) that detaches from the parent and gives rise to a 
new individual. Spores were recently extracted from Australian de-
posits dated by secular scientists to be 480 million years old. They 
maintain “these spores are of intermediate morphology [form or ap-
pearance] between confirmed land plant spores and earlier forms of 
uncertain relationship. This finding may help to resolve discrepancies 
between molecular and fossil data for the timing of land plant origins.”1 
Creation scientists predict the discrepancies will not be resolved. 

Evolutionists have a very difficult time bringing together the 
fossils of plants and comparing these fossils with DNA and protein 
sequences (molecular dating):

 “When we consider spores as an important component of the 
evolution of land plants, there is no longer a gap in the fossil 
record between molecular dating and fossil recovery,” Strother 
said.2 

But who said spores are an important element of plant macro-
evolution? Evolutionists are certainly free to ponder that spores could 
be an intermediate of the otherwise troublesome evolution of land 
plants—and then declare the missing links have been filled. 

They credit evolution, not God, with putting together some-
thing as incredibly complex as portions of a genome, saying, “The 
fossil record preserves direct evidence of the evolutionary assembly 
of the plant regulatory and developmental genome…”2 But what ex-
actly is this “direct evidence” provided by the fossil record? As always, 
paleontologists find that plants in the past were very much like plants 
today (unless they go extinct). 3,4,5 Furthermore, how do changes in 

regulatory DNA sequences give us palm trees, orchids, and butter-
cups? One secular scientist writes,   

Evidence from recent evolutionary events indicates that anatom-
ical changes are mostly driven by changes in regulatory DNA 
sequences that determine when and where developmental genes 
are expressed. How the striking diversity in body structures has 
evolved over longer times remains largely unknown…6

The theory of a molecular clock7 is based on a constant rate of 
change in DNA sequences over time between two species and when 
they supposedly diverged in the evolutionary past.      

However, there are huge discrepancies, up to tens of millions of 
years, between direct fossil data and molecular clock dates, said 
Strother. In addition, there are similar time gaps between the 
[fossils of the] oldest spores and when actual whole plants first 
occur. These gaps resulted in hypotheses about a “missing fossil 
record” of the earliest land plants…, said Strother.2

Strother and Foster then go on to suggest 480 million-year-old 
spores and “elements of both Cambrian and younger embryophyte 
spores…provides a new level of evolutionary continuity between em-
bryophytes and their algal ancestors.”1 But that’s only if algae really are 
the ancestors of embryophytes.

Fruit trees and other seed-bearing plants were created thousands 
of years ago at the beginning of Day Three of the Creation week.   
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Ea r l y  Land  P lan t  Evo lu t i on?Ea r l y  Land  P lan t  Evo lu t i on?
 Evolutionists believe land plants evolved from algae.
 They claim a new spore discovery will help fill in the gaps in

the plant fossil record.
 But plant fossils appear to be just like modern plants.
 Evolutionists admit the huge discrepancies between the 

fossil record and molecular clocks but still somehow see the
new spore discovery as proof for their case.

 This appears to be another case of circular reasoning rather
than solid science.
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J
ust as monkeys can’t ac-
cidently type Shakespeare 
texts, birds can’t migrate by 
evolutionary luck, despite 

imagined eons of time for “lucky” 
accidents.1 Why? Because the 
challenging mix of birds’ meta-
bolic needs for long-distance 
travel, synchronized to seasonal 
and diurnal weather conditions, 
are exacerbated by unyielding 
entropy. This all-or-nothing com-
plexity prohibits “lucky” bird mi-
grations. In short, to seasonally 
migrate, birds need the Lord Jesus 
Christ’s providential bioengineer-
ing care.2,3

Flight failures are tragic 
when malfunctioning airplanes or 
spacecraft fall out of the sky.3 Like-
wise, if bird traits malfunctioned—
while trying to evolve migratory 
flight features—there would be no 
second chances.1 So, either birds 
are aptly fitted by their Creator 
with migration traits, or they can’t 
migrate.4,5 

Consider the air speeds that birds need to maintain over long 
distances before their flying fuel (i.e., metabolic assets dedicated to 
long-distance flight needs) is depleted.

The birds’ flight speed in relation to the air varies in general be-
tween approximately 30 km per hour, for the smallest birds, and 
80 km per hour, for larger birds.…When the bird’s mass increas-
es 100 times, then 200 times as much flight power is required.4

Yet, powering heavier-than-air flight requires adequate bird 
muscle strength and endurance.

The muscle power cannot, however, increase much more than 
the weight. Provided that the proportions are the same, the wing 
area is only 20 times as great in a bird that weighs 100 times more 
than another. The limited muscle power and wing area of heavy 
birds, in combination with the very high flight power that is re-

quired [for long-distance mi-
grations], sets a size limit above 
which flying is no longer possi-
ble.  This limit is estimated to be 
around 15 kg. This corresponds 
well with the weight of the larg-
est animals in the world that can 
actively fly—swans, bustards, 
albatrosses and condors.4

Thus, interplay between 
flight speed and muscle power 
balances the complicated physics 
required for non-fixed-wing flying 
against long-distance migration.2-5 

Moreover, the unforgiving 
biochemistry and physiology of 
each migratory bird’s metabolism 
(food acquisition, fuel utilization, 
respiration, etc.) must aptly fit the 
ongoing needs of seasonal migra-
tions, or else avian biochemical lo-
gistics fail.4,5 Thankfully, for all mi-
gratory birds—and all birdwatch-
ers—the phenological phenomena 
of bird migrations is not dependent 
upon “luck,” as imagined by evo-
lutionists.3,5 Rather, none less than 

the Lord Jesus Christ deserves all credit and acclaim for these winged 
wonders of biogeographic beauty.

“But now ask…the birds of the air, and they will tell [literally 
“explain to,” or “clarify to”] you…that the hand of the Lord has 
done this, in Whose hand is the life of every living thing….” (Job 
12:7-10) 
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 Birds’ migratory flight is a biogeographical life-or-death
challenge.

 The biophysics of bird flight requires more than luck to suc-
ceed—great precision is required.

 Avian migration successes display Christ’s bioengineering 
handiwork that was programmed into birds from the be-
ginning.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s

Christ’s Providence
I s  C l e a r l y  S e e n  i n 
B i rd  M i g ra t i o n s

Great Indian Bustard in flight
 
Image credit: Copyright © S.K. Arun / Mongabay. Used in accordance with federal copyright (fair 

use doctrine) law. Usage by ICR does not imply endorsement of copyright holder.



E
ach Christmas, we remember how 
deeply God loves us. His wondrous 
plan of salvation—first set in motion 
in the Garden of Eden—was miracu-

lously manifested in the birth of the Lord 
Jesus Christ some two millennia ago. But 
Jesus is so much more than a babe in the 
manger! He is the great Seed foretold in the 
beginning—the very Creator Himself who 
walked “in the garden in the cool of the day” 
and prophesized of the necessity of His own 
death for you and for me (Genesis 3:8, 15). 
Christ then became our Savior and Redeem-
er when He willingly sacrificed Himself for 
us, victoriously conquered sin and death, 
and is now alive and forevermore!

It is this Seed—the gift of God Him-
self—that we celebrate each Christmas. And 
just as the wise men brought gifts to honor 
the Lord Jesus (Matthew 2:11), it is fitting 
we give gifts to emulate His great love for us. 
If ICR’s ministry is a blessing to you, please 
consider the following ways you can partner 
with us and honor the greatest Gift of all.

Gifts of Cash: Cash donations are the most 

helpful and versatile form of support to our 
ministry, and are fully tax-deductible as al-
lowed by U.S. law. Send us a gift in the mail, 
or visit ICR.org/donate to donate online or 
set up recurring monthly gifts. 

IRA Gifts: IRA account owners 70½ years or 
older can make qualified charitable distribu-
tions (QCDs) up to $100,000 each year with-
out declaring it as income. Not only are these 
special gifts exempt from federal income tax, 
they also count toward your required mini-
mum withdrawal. Please contact your IRA 
administrator to bless ICR with a gift, or visit 
ICR.org/donate_iras for more information.

Stock Gifts: Financial markets remain near 
all-time highs, so this could be the best time 
to give shares of stocks or mutual funds. 
Shares held for at least one year can be gifted 
directly to ICR, providing you with a full tax 
deduction at their current value while by-
passing capital gain taxes. Contact ICR for 
our brokerage information, or visit ICR.org/
donate_stocks.

Workplace Campaigns: Large corporations 

and government organizations offer auto-
matic payroll deduction to give to charities 
of the employee’s choosing. Employees can 
recognize ICR as a write-in designation, and 
federal government and military person-
nel can give through the Combined Federal 
Campaign (CFC #23095, National/Interna-
tional section).

Charitable Gift Annuities: For seniors 70 
years or older, CGAs provide the best guar-
anteed returns in the market today. For as 
little as $20,000, an ICR gift annuity will 
provide fixed income for life, a present tax 
deduction, and a tax-free portion on future 
payments—benefits secular annuities can’t 
match. If you’d like to help ICR and still need 
ongoing income, this option may be right 
for you. Not all states qualify, and rates are 
dependent on age, so please contact us for a 
personal no-obligation proposal.

ICR is thankful for those who share a 
portion of their financial resources to sup-
port our ministry. God is well pleased by 
these sacrifices—He tells us so in Hebrews 
13:16—and I am deeply grateful for you. My 
staff and I welcome the opportunity to serve 
you and answer any questions you might 
have. Please call me direct at 214-615-8313 
or email us at stewardship@ICR.org. May 
God bless you and your family this Christ-
mas and in the coming year!

Henry M. Morris IV is Director of Do-
nor Relations at the Institute for Cre-
ation Research.
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Prayerfully 
Consider 

Supporting 

G A L A T I A N S  6 : 9 - 1 0

Visit ICR.org/donate and explore how you can support the vital work of ICR ministries. Or contact us at stewardship@ICR.org or 800.337.0375 for personal assistance.

Online Donations Stocks and Securities IRA Gifts Matching Gift Programs CFC
(Federal/Military Workers)

Gift Planning
• Charitable Gift Annuities 
• Wills and Trusts

ICR is a recognized 501(c)(12) nonprofit ministry, and all gifts are tax-deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

 Christ Jesus is the greatest gift of all.
 Listed below are some of the ways

you can support ICR.
 Prayerfully consider standing with

us as we proclaim the truth of cre-
ation to the world.

a r t i c l e  h i g h l i g h t s
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My wife and I… spent four days with Dr. Tim Clarey, his assistant 
Aedan Parkes, and Discovery Center Director Chris Kinman. What 
an absolutely wonderful experience it was to be in the company 
of these men during our trip on the Colorado River through Grand 
Canyon. To hear and learn from Dr. Clarey about what we saw on 
the walls of the canyon being a testament to the biblical Flood 
was nothing short of amazing. Honestly, the illogic of the rock 
formations being deposited any other way than by the worldwide 
Flood of Noah’s day is astounding. 

Beyond the geologic education, Tim, Aedan, and Chris 
were extremely attentive, friendly, and helpful to everyone in 
the group, for which my wife and I in particular are extremely 
grateful. Chris was everywhere helping people set up and tear 
down campsites. Dr. Tim and Aedan were also very helpful in 
assisting with campsites and providing helpful hints born from 
experience at having done Grand Canyon trips before.

This was a lifetime event and one which we will treasure…
the rest of our lives.

— D. S.

We were hooked before even getting in the door [of the ICR Dis-
covery Center]! My first impression of ICR was “Wow this place 
is going to be impressive” when I saw the giant strand of DNA 
rising from a reflection pool near the front entrance. My home-
schooled grandsons got excited because we had just finished a 
biology class and they recognized the DNA, too. 

It was dinosaur week when 
we were at ICR, so they had a nice 
interactive area where kids could 
dig for a bit of an actual fossil 
that they could take home. Bonus 
points for the digging medium 
(sand) being very calming for 
my spectrum kiddo! There were 
more fossils in the main hall with 
people who explained them and 
let the kids actually touch them—
fun! I thoroughly enjoyed a lecture 

which tied biblical creation and scientific discovery together in a 
way that left me astounded. 60+ years of living and I’d come to 
believe that they were mutually exclusive…Not anymore!

The rest of the displays were just icing on the cake—well 
thought-out, artfully executed, and plausibly accurate. The walk- 
through takes one on a journey down the years of the biblical 
timeline from the creation in Genesis right up to the culmination 
of Calvary in the gospels—all beautifully done. We will be mak-
ing return field trips to ICR as there were displays we would have 
liked to spend more time enjoying. You don’t have to be of a sci-
entific mindset to enjoy this great facility—take a day, take your 
family, or just take yourself and enjoy!

— J. S.

Have a comment? Email Editor@ICR.org or write to Editor, 
P. O. Box 59029, Dallas, TX 75229.

Unfortunately, ICR is unable to respond to all correspondence 
or accept unsolicited manuscripts, books, email attachments, 

or other materials.



Snow falls to Earth in a blur of winter white. But 
if you look closely, you’ll find that each flake is a 
work of art. How do snowflakes form? Through 
an amazing process designed by the Lord Jesus.

In cold weather, drops of water in the atmosphere 
freeze into ice crystals. As many as 200 crystals 
stick together to form a snowflake. 

Conditions like air temperature and humidity 
determine the snowflake’s shape. 

Colder air makes snowflakes with sharper tips. 
Warmer air forms crystals more slowly, so they 
develop rounder shapes. Less moisture in the air 
makes simpler shapes, and high humidity makes 
fancier shapes. 

Snowflakes grow and change even more as they 
fall from the sky. So each snowflake is unique, even 
though billions of them can fall in one snowstorm. 

Creation 
Kids Snowf lakes

Colorized versions of  
snowflake photographs taken 
by Wilson Bentley in 1902.

“For [God] says to the __________________,

‘Fall on the ____________________.’ ” (Job 37:6)

Which snowflake is missing?

Connect the dots.

Fill in the blanks.

Answers to verse: snow, earth    Answer to puzzle:
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Christmas Cards by ICR
Share the true reason for the season when you send these festive 
Christmas cards to your loved ones this year! Each one features artwork 
by ICR graphic designer and artist Susan Windsor, a warm Christmas 
greeting focused on the Lord Jesus Christ, and a gospel presentation by 
ICR President Dr. Randy Guliuzza.

Only $12.95 for a set of 12! 
SET A — GICRCC    •   SET B — GICRCC2

P. O. Box 59029  |   Dallas, TX 75229
ICR.org

SET A

SCIENCE FOR KIDS
Buy the whole set and save $10!  
$24.99  $35.96  • PSFK4

Dinosaurs: God’s Mysterious Creatures 
$8.99 • BDGMC 
Space: God’s Majestic Handiwork  
$8.99 • BSGMH 
Animals by Design: Exploring Unique 
Creature Features  
$8.99 • BABDEUCF 
Earth: Our Created Home  
$8.99 • BEOCH

Big Plans for Henry 
Book 1
$8.99  •  BBPFH
Tim and Reneé Clarey 

Join Henry as he makes friends and fol-
lows tracks to a surprising discovery. 
Filled with facts about animals, fossils, the 
global Flood, and Noah’s Ark, Big Plans 
for Henry introduces children to a biblical 
understanding of dinosaurs.

Henry Explores the New World
Book 2
$8.99   •  BHETNW
Tim and Reneé Clarey

Fresh off the Ark and ready to explore, 
Henry the hadrosaur enters a world 
forever changed by the global Flood. 

NEW!

LITTLE CREATION BOOKS
Buy the whole set and save $10!  
$24.99  $35.94  • PLCB

You and Me 
$5.99 • BYAMBB 
Space 
$5.99 • BSBB 
Noah’s Ark 
$5.99 • BNABB  
6 Days of Creation 
$5.99 • B6DOCBB 
Dinosaurs 
$5.99 • BDBB 
Fish Have Always Been Fish 
$5.99 • BFHABFBB

God Made Gorillas, 
God Made You
$7.99  •  BGMGGMY

Call 800.628.7640 or visit ICR.org/store  |  Please add shipping and handling to all orders. Offer good through December 31, 2021, while quantities last.

The World and All That Was Made 
Check our store for availability.

COMING SOON!

SET B


